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 ATTACK ON TITAN 2  
Standing on the shoulders of giants 

T urning a popular television series into 
a videogame isn’t always an easy task. 
Looking at Attack On Titan’s premise, 
though, it’s hard to believe it wasn’t a 

game to begin with. Soldiers equipped with 
grappling hooks and big swords do battle with 
giants, which can only be defeated by attacking 
the tiny weak points on the backs of their 
necks. Forget watching the action, it sounds 
like it was made to be played. 

 This means that the anime – which was itself 
adapted from the manga by Hajime Isayama – 
translates beautifully into a game. You’re put in 
the thigh-high boots of a Paradis military cadet, 
tasked with bringing down as many of the titular 
naked zombie behemoths as possible.

Carrying out your giant-fighting mission feels 
great. The show’s iconic ODM (Omni-Directional 
Mobility) gear handles exactly the way you’d 
imagine. A combination of a grappling hook, 
jetpack, and Spider-Man’s fluid web-slinging, it’s 
basically all of the greatest traversal mechanics 
in games rolled into one. Pressing r fires out 
two anchors, which embed in nearby buildings 
and reel you in. Steer downwards and you’ll skid 
along the ground at inhuman speeds, kicking 
up dust into the bargain. Pull up and let go, and 
you’ll be slingshotted through the air. There’s 
a genuine kinetic thrill to using the ODM that 

doesn’t really fade even after 
hours of play.

PUNCHING UP
The combat isn’t as inventive 
as you’ll see in the show’s 
best fight scenes, but it wisely 
builds on top of the anime’s 
movement system. Fights 
are all about positioning and 
timing – you launch an anchor 
into a Titan’s flesh and pull 
yourself towards it, tapping w 
at the right moment to deliver 
the perfect blow and fell your 
mammoth opponent. 

It’s fairly simplistic, but 
there are just enough extras 
to keep fights interesting: a 
spot of resource management 
as your blades can break and 
the ODM can run out of gas; a 
basic building ability, allowing 

“It is the green-eyed 
monster which doth 
mock the meat it feeds 
on.” Bit of Shakespeare 
for you there.

you to erect defences or supply 
depositories; allies, who can 
be issued basic commands 
with the D-pad; and, most 
importantly, the ability to target 
a single body part with each 
attack, enabling you to choose 
whether to bring a Titan to 
their knees or go straight for 
the weak spot. In combination, 
these can create great moments. 
Directing a teammate to hack 
off a Titan’s arm just as they 
lift a hapless civilian to their 
gaping mouth, before swooping 
in yourself for the final kill 
shot, leaves you feeling like 
a regular Sun Tzu.

This sequel also adds a 
monocular, which you can 
use to target a Titan from a 
distance before rushing in to 
pull off a deadly stealth attack. 

@AlexJaySpencerTITAN FALL

“BRING DOWN AS MANY OF 
THE TITULAR NAKED ZOMBIE 
BEHEMOTHS AS POSSIBLE.”
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It’s a remarkably effective tool, 
but only serves to highlight the 
biggest gap between the source 
material and these games: these 
giant foes simply don’t feel like 
that much of a threat. You’ll 
quickly reach the point where 
you can dispatch them with 
one or two hits. New for this 
sequel is a Rage mode, which 
attempts to make Titans a 
more active participant in the 
fights, but it’s the exception 
rather than the rule, and 
doesn’t increase the overall 
feeling of danger much. 

GIANT KILLER?
The lack of threat is only made 
worse by the repetitive nature 
of fights. You’ll encounter the 
same limited rogue’s gallery 
of giants over and over, in a 
handful of locations. The game 
tries to break things up with 
basic RPG segments, letting 
you chat with characters from 
the show and buy upgrades 
from a shop, but every moment 
doing something other than 

flying through the air and 
stabbing gigantic monsters feels 
like a waste.

After all, that’s the fantasy 
we’re here to live out. Being a 
tiny David, toppling a nudist 
Goliath, then shooting off into 
the sky in search of your next 
target. As much as it starts to 
wear thin as the hours go by, 
on a minute-to-minute basis 
Attack On Titan 2 gets this 
core loop just right. Seeing a 
Titan fall, bringing a house 
down with them, the contents 
of their arteries painting the 
neighbourhood red, feels like a 
genuine achievement. Even if 
your actual contribution wasn’t 
as heroic as Eren Jaeger and co 
make it look on the telly. 

V E R D I C T

THE OPM BREAKDOWN
Right It’s hard 
not to feel 
sorry for these 
lumbering 
naturists 
sometimes. 

Below There’s 
an option to 
turn gore off, 
but where’s the 
fun in that?

Above left Rage mode turns Titans into a genuine threat.

 Excellent fighting, but not 
great at anything beyond the 
core hack, slash, and gas-
powered aerial manoeuvring. 
But really, what more do you 
want from an Attack On Titan 
game?     Alex Spencer 

10 %   Following 
the events of the 
show’s second 
season in the 
surprisingly 
well-produced 
cutscenes. 

 28%   Zipping 
around like Peter 
Parker with a 
pair of large 
retractable tape 
measures. 

 7%   Accidentally 
opening your 
diary, closing it, 
opening it again. 

 10%   Desperately 
tapping q to 
skip through 
conversations 
with your fellow 
giant-slayers. 

W H A T  Y O U  D O  I N …   A T T A C K  O N  T I T A N  2 

 37% 
 Getting in vital 
turkey-carving 
practice on the 
nearest Titan. 

8 %   Trying to 
remember what 
icons on the map 
screen mean. 

If you want to feel like Mikasa-Worth-100-Men-
Ackerman, gliding through the air and killing 
titans with gory finishing moves, this game has 

you covered. If you want to feel fraught like Eren-
Definitely-Nearly-Eaten-Multiple-Times-In-Season-One-
But-Survives-By-The-Skin-Of-His-Thumb-Yeager, you’ll 
want to stick to watching the show. Jess Kinghorn

S E C O N D  O P I N I O N  S E R I E S  E X P E R T

The main man himself. 
Undergoes some 

big changes.

Top of her class. Not a 
fan of emotion, despite 
the Carly Rae haircut.

Blonde but brainy 
moppet. His is the power 

of friendship.
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H O W  T O …  B R I N G  D O W N  A  T I T A N

1 Pick a colossus to target. Ideally on their own, ideally with their back 
to you. 2 Lock on, aim at one of the knees, and plant your grappling hook 
in their gams with w. Tap again when the screen flashes to detach the 
leg from their body. Rinse, repeat and… voilà, they haven’t got a leg to 
stand on. 3 Before the Titan can protest “It’s just a flesh wound,”, swing 
round until you can draw a clear line to that all-important weak spot on 
the back of the neck. Time it right and prepare to paint the town red.
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BRONZE
Time to sneak your way 
to success. Grab your 
monocular and down a 

Titan with a one-hit 
stealth attack.

SILVER
Spend 100,000 of the 

game’s Regiment Fund 
currency. You’ve got to 
respect the honesty of 

that name.

GOLD
Become BFFs with 
every character by 

maxing out your 
friendship rank. You 
know, like in real life.
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